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Michela Negrini is delighted to present Beyond time, a solo show
by CANAN (b. 1970, Turkey), a feminist and activist artist who has
been making work that intervenes into the politics and
representation of gender, sexuality and the body since the early
1998. 1998.
Beyond time is CANAN ﬁrst exhibition in Switzerland.
Delving into ancient, modern and contemporary “myths” about
gender, power structures and the body, the exhibition features
artworks ranging from embroidery, video and traditional miniature
painting. While the media are extremely diverse, the exhibition
coherently explores the persistence of mythical paradigms in
defining the value and meaning of human life.

Since the 1990s CANAN has been analyzing how institutions such as
government, family, society and religion affect the private lives of
women. In her recent engagement with ancient cosmology, CANAN
brings a new level to her analysis, revealing how old narratives are
pulled through new frames of morality to dictate contemporary
experience.
Within her investigation, CANAN examines symbols within the
collective consciousness and the subconscious, and reflects on how
these symbols shape human behaviors and relationships. Symbols are a
timeless, non-geographical and common language that mark our daily
lives and that define our relationship with each other and with history.
Symbols are a common language, for which the meaning ranges from
the "highest art" to daily objects, to those in politics, humanity and art
history, but one that is mostly involved with the transfer of beauty,
human feelings and thoughts. Through symbols, we often have an
understanding and perception of past times from a contemporary
perspective. In her most recent works, CANAN continues to work on
the cognitive, intuitive and imaginative effects of images, which are at
times frightening, and at times definitive of beauty, nurtured by nature
and symbolized through perceived meanings. How we perceive a
symbol is dependent upon personal and social perspectives.

Beyond time engages the audience with a sort of mystical and ritual
experience, where artworks evoke a sense of hope in the audience as
they find their own meaning by looking at the shapes, colors, sounds
and symbols, letting the minds construct the present using both past
experiences as well as dreams of the future.
Women Bathing in Moonlight (2017) is a videowork. Shot on a full
moon night on the Turkish island of Burgazada near Istanbul, a group of
young women with flowers in their hair can be seen howling like wolves
at the full moon and then walking down to the seashore to bathe in the
sea. The video was recorded at the Madame Marta Cove, a small beach
named after the protagonist of a local story that tells of a woman called
Marta and her fisherman husband who end their own lives due to a
tragedy – a story which explains why the sea does not come too far into
the bay. What appears to be the performance of an ancient and mystical
ritual jars with the bustling city of Istanbul, whose skyline of
skyscrapers and packed housing blocks is visible in the background.

The work Falname consists of 71 miniatures inspired by the characters
in Islamic mythology, reimagining fortune-telling. Falnama is a genre of
Turkish and Iranian literature traced back to 17th century Iranian
traditions, originally a form of bibliomancy: an oracle, fortune-telling
system used by all classes, that required – before proceeding – to
practice some form of personal purification. With the approach of a
storytellers, in a period of transition, and focusing on a contemporary
approach to miniature painting, CANAN do not treat miniature solely as
a historical object, but emphasizes its theoretical potential as a
contemporary art form. .
Gönül Dili / Heart of Endearment, is a work produced by CANAN for
the 4th International Mardin Biennial in 2018, and it refers to the
symbolic and intuitive nature of the human psyche. Folkloric creatures,
birds, animal and flower figures are embroidered on delicate tulle
tapestries in many and various sizes. Their shadows reflecting on the
walls, a painting of light and shadow, featuring decorated motifs symbol of the human spirit- dance across the walls while evoking
symbols of purification and healing.

CANAN (1970, Istanbul) graduated from the Department of Painting at
Marmara University, Faculty of Fine Arts. She lives and works in
Istanbul.
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